
Chapter 5

Actin Growth, Capping,

and Fragmentation

The two ends of an actin filament have different polymerization rate constants.
Below we explore the consequences of this fact in simple polymerization reaction,
as well as in the presence of capping and fragmentation of the filaments.

5.1 Simple polymerization

Exercise 5.1.1 (Polymerization)

Consider a polymer with two distinct ends that we will denote as “pointed”
(p) and “barbed” (b). Let k+

p , k−

p , k+
b , k−

b be rate constants for monomer addi-
tion (+) and loss (-) at each end. Let a(t) be the concentration of monomers
that are available to polymerize.

(a) Write an equation for the rate of change of the monomer concentration.
What is the “effective” net monomer on-rate? off-rate? Show that the
same equation can be written in terms of constants acrit,b = k−

b /k+
b and

acrit,p = k−

p /k+
p . Interpret these constants.

(b) What is the equilibrium monomer concentration? We will refer to this as
acrit. Express this concentration in terms of acrit,b and acrit,p.

(c) How would your answers to (a,b) change if there were N polymers, each
with a barbed and a pointed end?

(d) Suppose the polymer is branched, so that it has 1 pointed and N barbed
ends, how would your answers in (a,b) change then? Find acrit when N is
very large.
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(e) Suppose the monomer size is δ. Find the rate at which the single linear
polymer with “treadmill” (add monomer at one end and lose monomer at
the same rate at the other end). We will refer to this as the “treadmilling
velocity”.

(f) Find values for the rate constants for actin, tubulin, and MreB and use
these to estimate the critical concentration of each of these polymers. (See
Table 1 in this chapter.)
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5.2 Simple polymer length distribution

A number of papers have described size distributions of growing polymers.
These include Edelstein-Keshet and Ermentrout [7], Ermentrout and Edelstein-
Keshet [8] for actin polymers with and without fragmentation and end-capping
by gelsolin. (Edelstein-Keshet and Ermentrout [5] also describe how such events
would lead to spatial and length distributions of polymers in a 1D model of
the cellular extension called the lamellipod.) Masel et al. [15] (and other pa-
pers by these authors) have modeled the growth and fragmentation of prion
fibers. Nucleation, stabilization, and growth and breakage of yeast prion pro-
tein, Sup35 has also been modeled by Collins et al. [4], who found good fit
between model and observed data. Finally, Craft et al. [3] investigated a model
that was based on single monomer addition and loss from amyloid-beta fibers in
the brain (with exchange of monomers from other compartments such as blood
and cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF)).

The simplest case to consider is filament growth by single monomer events.
In such cases, it can be shown that the size distribution is exponentially decreas-
ing in length. The initiation and extent of the lab phase of growth depends on
the way that the first stable nuclei are formed.

Let
pi(t)= number of polymers having i monomer subunits at time t.
Let c(t) be concentration of monomers. Polymers would consist of two or

more monomers that are bound together. Now consider the growth dynamics
of pi, assuming that a single monomer is added or lost at increment.

The scheme we consider is as follows:

pi−1

k+c



k−

pi

k+c



k−

pi+1

Transitions to the right involve an encounter between an existing polymer and a
free monomer. According to the Law of Mass Action, the rate of such reactions
is proportional to the concentration of reactants, i.e. to c and pi. We use the
notation k+ to denot the constant of proportionality. Thus, the rate of adding
a monomer to the growing polymer is k+c per unit time. Transitions to the
left are loss of monomer from a polymer, decreasing its size. We assume this
happens at some constant rate, k−. (Note that k+ and k− have different units,
and that we consider these to be “effective rates” that incorporate both the
pointed and barbed end kinetics.)

We could consider two different interesting situations: either (1) the free
monomer concentration is held fixed artificially, or (2) it is used up and depleted
by the polymerization reactions. We can represent both cases by an equation
of the form

dc

dt
= adepl(k

−

− k+c)Np

where in Case (1), adepl = 0 for monomer that is held at a constant level,
whereas in case (2), adepl = 1. Here Np is the total number of pieces. Note that
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in case (2), the total amount of material (in all forms) is conserved.

Exercise 5.2.2 (The discrete polymer length distribution)

We first explore the equations of a model for the length distribution.

(a) Motivate the following equation for the evolution of the number of poly-
mers of size i:

dpi

dt
= k+cpi−1 − (k+c + k−)pi + k−pi+1 (5.1)

Here we assume that the integer i is larger than some value needed to start
off the process. Rewrite this equation in terms of the critical concentration
ccrit = k−/k+.

(b) Let A be the total amount of monomer in all forms. How do we express A
as a summation in terms of the polymer size distribution pi and monomer
concentration c? Similarly, what is the total number of polymer pieces
(sizes larger than 1 monomer) and what is their average length?

(c) By regrouping terms in Eqn. (5.1), show that it can be written in an
equivalent form,

dpi

dt
=

1

2
(k+c + k−) [pi−1 − 2pi + pi+1] − (k+c − k−)

[pi+1 − pi−1]

2
(5.2)

(d) Eqn. (5.2) is a discrete convection-diffusion equation (in size space, i.e.
with discrete size increments). What are the effective diffusion and trans-
port rates?

Exercise 5.2.3 (Monomer held at a constant level)

We consider a steady-state length distribution in the case where the monomer
level is held fixed.

(a) Consider the steady state of Eqn. (5.1), i.e. set dpi/dt = 0. In the case
that the monomer c is constant, this leads to a so-called linear difference
equation, which can be solved by a standard method. Make the substitu-
tion

pi = Cri,

and find the possible values of r by simplifying and solving the resulting
quadratic equation.
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(b) One of the solutions you found in (b) must be rejected, because it would
correspond to an infinite amount of material. Which solution is the bio-
logically reasonable one?

(c) We now consider possible boundary conditions that prescribe how the
whole polymerization reaction is started. In a paper about amyloid, Craft,
Wein and Selkoe assume that the process starts off from dimers. These
can lose monomer in only one way, compared with all larger polymers so
that the effective reverse constant for dimers is (1/2)kr, leading to the
equation

dp2

dt
= ckfp1 − (ckf +

1

2
kr)p2 + krp3 (5.3)

Use the previous results and the steady state assumption for this equation
to show that in this case, the number of dimers at steady state is:

p2 = Br2 = 2c(c/ccrit)

(d) What is the average length of the polymers in this case?

Now suppose that monomers are being depleted when the polymers grow,
adepl = 1 (case(2)) so that monomers obey

dc

dt
= (kr − kfc)Np.

Directly from this equation, we note that monomer will be at steady state either
if Np = 0, i.e. no polymer exists, or else if c = kr/kf = ccrit when the monomer
level equilibrates at its critical concentration. We also use the following version
of the polymer size distribution to draw conclusions about the time behaviour
of the dynamics in the case that monomer is being depleted.

dpi

dt
= kf (−c(pi − pi−1) + ccrit(pi+1 − pi).) (5.4)

Exercise 5.2.4 (Depleted monomer)

Consider Eqn. (5.4) at the beginning and near the end of the reaction.

(a) Suppose initially, the monomer level is much higher than its critical con-
centration c >> ccrit. Show that the size distribution appears to satisfy
a (discrete) drift equation, i.e. the distribution just shifts to larger sizes
without changing its shape.

(b) Later on, monomer level is depleted. Show that as c → ccrit, the polymer
size distribution appears to satisfy a (discrete) diffusion equation. This
means that the distribution grows broader, without changing its mean.
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5.3 Continuous length distribution

Let c(`, t) be the density of polymer of length `, so defined that

∫ `2

`1

c(s, t) ds

is the number of polymers with lengths `1 ≤ ` ≤ `2.

Exercise 5.3.5 (Length Distributions)

(a) Let δ be monomer size. Explain and motivate the equation

∂c(`, t)

∂t
= k+a c(` − δ, t) − (k+a + k−) c(`, t) + k−c(` + δ, t).

(b) Use Taylor series expansions up to second order to show that this equation
can be put into the form of a drift-diffusion equation,

∂c(`, t)

∂t
= D

∂2c

∂`2
− v

∂c

∂l
.

How do the constants D, v depend on the parameters and the actin monomer
concentration?

5.4 Simulating polymer length distribution in

XPP

The following file can be used to experiment with the growth of a polymer size
distribution.

# asizedis.ode

# polymer size distribution

# simple polymerization

# Mar 4, 2006

# xj= number of fibers of length j

# a= conc of monomers

# kf, kr = forward and reverse rate constants

par kf=10, kr=1, kinit=0.005, adepl=1

a(0)=20

sm99=x100
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sm[98..2]=sm[j+1]+x[j+1]

#eqn for monomers:

# Set adepl=1 for constant total amt, 0 for fixed monomer level

a’ = adepl*(-kf*a*(sm2-x100+x2)+kr*(sm2+x2))

# initialization from dimers

x1’= kinit*a*a+kr*x2-kf*a*x1

x[2..99]’= kf*a*(x[j-1]-x[j])+kr*(x[j+1]-x[j])

x100’ = -kr*x100+kf*a*x99

#Computing the total number of fibers

Nf=sm2+x2+x1

aux Ntotal=Nf

# computing the total and mean length of fibers

p1=sum(2,100)of(i’*shift(x2,i’-2))+x1

aux Ltotal=p1

aux Lmean=p1/(Nf+1e-8)

@ bounds=10000000, meth=gear, dt=0.005, total=10

done

The other material in this chapter was not dis-
cussed in class. Feel free to either skip it or to
independently discover it, with help if needed.

5.5 Length distribution at the leading edge of a

cell

We now consider a spacial length distribution of actin filaments, assuming that
most of the actively growing barbed ends are at the leading edge membrane of
the cell. We consider what happens if some protein such as gelsolin cuts the
filaments somewhere along their length. If this happens, generally the newly
cut ends are not too useful in growing: gelsolin caps the barbed end of an
actin filament, preventing it from adding monomers. (The pointed end is very
slow-growing, or not growing at all).

We define the following notation:
a(x, t) Concentration of actin monomers at position x and time t
ba(x, l, t) Density of active barbed ends of length l filaments at x
g Concentration of actin filament chopper
P (l) Filament cutting probability at distance l from an active barbed end
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An active barbed end can undergo these transitions:

ba(x, l, t)

{

→ ba(x + δ, l + δ, t + dt) polymerization of barbed end
→ ba(x, l − δ, t + dt) depolymerization of pointed end

For simplicity, we will assume that the pointed ends have very slow kinetics,
and we ignore their contribution to the growth or shrinkage of the filaments.
We also ignore what happens to the capped filaments, as they get left behind
and, soon, do not contribute to the density at the edge.

If the filaments are cut and then capped at the new barbed end, then

∂ba(x, l, t)

∂t
= v[ba(x − δ, l − δ, t) − ba(x, l, t)] (5.5)

+gP (l)

∫

∞

l

ba(x, s, t) ds

−gba(x, l, t)

∫ l

0

P (s) ds, (5.6)

where v is the barbed end rate of polymerization and/or depolymerization, P (l)
is the probability that a filament is cut at a distance l away from its barbed
end, xmax is the position of the leading edge of the cell.

Exercise 5.5.6 (Cut but not cap)
How would this equation change in the case where there is cutting but no

capping?

We investigate Eqn. (5.6). We first transform the equations to a coordinate
frame moving with constant velocity, vb. The leading edge will now be ”frozen”
at x = 0 and Eqn. (5.6) will be independent of x so that ba(x, l, t) = Λ(x)Ba(l, t).
We look at the length-dependent part, and approximate the finite differences
using terms in a Taylor series expansion:

∂ba(l, t)

∂t
= −

∂

∂l
bavδ + gP (l)

∫

∞

l

ba(s, t) ds − gba(l, t)

∫ l

0

P (s) ds. (5.7)

Define the new variables

z(l, t) =

∫

∞

l

ba(s, t) ds,

F (l) =

∫ l

0

P (s) ds.

z(l) is the density of active filament ends with filaments longer than l; F (l) is
a cumulative probability that a filament will be broken at any position up to a
distance l from its barbed end.
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Exercise 5.5.7 (Analysis of the length distribution)

Here we will look for a steady state length distribution. By changing vari-
ables, we find a neat trick for solving the resulting ODE

(a) Express Eqn. (5.7) in terms of z and F (l).

(b) Argue that dz/dl = −ba(l, t). Differentiate again and express d2z/dl2 in
terms of P (l), z, F (l) and ba.

(c) Use the results to eliminate ba from the equation for d2z/dl2 and show
that you arrive at

d2z

dl2
= −

g

v

d(Fz)

dl

(d) Integrate this equation and use the fact that ba → 0, z → 0 as l → ∞ to
establish that

z(l) = Zo exp(−
g

c

∫ l

0

F (s)ds).

Now find ba(l).

Exercise 5.5.8 (Length-dependent cutting probability)

Investigate the following three possibilities for how the cutting probability
depends on the position along the filament:

(a) P (l) = constant = p.

(b) P (l) = ql is linearly increasing along the filament

(c) P (l) = (1 − exp(−kl/z))

5.6 The effect of capping

Because the barbed ends of actin filaments grow very quickly, there are proteins
that bind to those ends and “cap them” to halt that growth, Capping proteins
have a high affinity to barbed ends, and in a cell, they attach rapidly to actin
filament ends that are not in a protected environment. (The proximity of the
cell membrane provides a protected environment.) Here we explore the effect of
capping proteins on the fraction of free barbed ends that are available to bind
monomers.

Exercise 5.6.9 (Polymerization with capping)
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Consider polymerization in the presence of a capping protein, and suppose
that the “barbed ends” of actin filaments can be in either capped or uncapped
form, with transitions:

bfree
⇀
↽ bcapped

Let kB
cap, k

B
uncap be the relevant rates of these transitions.

(a) Show that the fraction of free barbed ends (at equilibrium) is

ηB =
kB
uncap

kB
cap + kB

uncap

(b) Show that at equilibrium, this type of capping reaction leads to an actin
treadmilling concentration of

atr =
(k+

p acrit,p + ηB k+
b acrit,b)

(k+
p + ηB k+

b )
. (5.8)

(c) Let N, Nu be the total number of actin filaments and the number that
are uncapped. Use the definition of ηB to show that in the presence of
uncapping,

dηB

dt
= kB

uncap(1 − ηB)

5.7 Uncapping and Severing have similar effects

It was pointed out by Carlsson [2] that uncapping and severing have a function-
ally similar role as far as their effect on the fraction of uncapped barbed ends
(ηB). Here we explore this assertion.

Exercise 5.7.10 (Severing and uncapping)
Suppose that filaments are cut at rate ksev` where `=average filament length in

terms of number of subunits. Note that when filaments are cut, both the total
number of filaments, N , and the number of uncapped filaments Nu increase.

Show that severing leads to a change in the fraction of free barbed ends as
follows:

dηB

dt
= ksev`(1 − ηB).

Observe that this is the same type of functional effect as uncapping, as found
in Problem 5.5.9. What is the rate of change of ηB when both uncapping and
severing take place?
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In order to fully characterize the dynamics of the fraction of free barbed ends,
ηB, we need to determine the average length of the actin filaments, `. According
to [2], it can be shown that

` =

√

k+
p (acrit,p − a)

ksev

Exercise 5.7.11 (Average filament length and effective uncapping)
Carlsson assumes that the rate of change of the number of filaments is

dN

dt
= ksev`N −

N

τdepol

,

where τdepol is the depolarization time. Justify this equation. Then use it to
establish the above formula. Use the speed of depolymerization of the filament
(at its pointed end, assuming that its barbed end is capped).

With this result, find the effective uncapping rate when both severing and
uncapping is present.

5.8 Severing and Capping Together

Exercise 5.8.12 (Severing and capping enhances polymerization)

(a) Proceeding from Eqn. 5.8, find the change in atr that occurs when the
fraction of free barbed ends increases.

(b) Find the way that the fraction of free barbed ends changes when the
uncapping rate changes.

(c) Show that in the presence of capping, the effect of severing the filaments
is to increase the fraction of free barbed ends by

∆ηB =
kB
cap

√

ksev(acrit,p − atr)

(kB
cap + kB

uncap)
2

(d) Use the results of parts (a-c) to argue that in the presence of capping, sev-
ering leads to enhanced polymerization. (Hint: note the signs of terms in
braces. Show that the critical concentration of actin monomers decreases,
enhancing polymerization, when there is some severing of filaments.
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5.9 Parameter Values

Table I. Actin related parameters
Symbol Value Meaning Reference

δ 2.2 nm filament length increment per
monomer

[12]

L ' 10 µm length of lamellipod [20]

k+
b 11.6 µM−1sec−1 barbed-end monomer assem-

bly rate constant
[16]

k−

b 1.4 sec−1 barbed-end monomer off rate
constant

[16]

k+
p 1.3 µM−1sec−1 pointed-end monomer assem-

bly rate constant
[16]

k−

p 0.8 sec−1 pointed-end monomer off rate
constant

[16]

γc 4 sec−1 barbed-end capping rate in
cytoplasm

[19, 15]

γ - - [sec−1] barbed end capping rate at
leading edge

value unknown

n - - [µM−2sec−1] Arp2/3 nucleation rate value unknown
Ln ∼ 1µm width of nucleation zone speculative
D 30 µm2/sec diffusion coefficient of G-actin

complexes
[1];

η 100 µM−1µm−2 conversion factor [12]
F ∼ 100 pN/µm membrane resistance force per

unit edge length
[4, 5, 17, 8, 14]

kBT ' 4.1 pN · nm thermal energy [13]
A ∼ 250 µM total lamellipodial actin con-

centration
[15]

r ∼ 1/(30 sec) effective rate of actin filament
disassembly

[15]

The material is based on: [7, 6, 9] and on Recent articles: [18, 3, 11, 2, 10]
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